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Plunge Bra

Buff
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Black
Ivory

Sizing
fits A-DD cup size
XS (30-32)
S (32-34)
M (34-36)
L (36-38)
XL (38-40)
XXL (40-42)

Full Coverage Bra

Buff
Black
Ivory

Sizing
fits A-DD cup size
XS (30-32)
S (32-34)
M (34-36)
L (36-38)
XL (38-40)
XXL (40-42)
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It’s all in the details
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MAKEMERRY is the first line of intimates that
is meticulously designed to look amazing,
feel luxurious, and provide pain-free support
after surgery, during radiation and beyond.

Hidden seam
technology

Ultra soft fabric
Support distributed
below the breast

Pocketed for pads
or prosthesis
Wire free

Convertible
straps

Deep arm holes to
avoid incisions
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Greetings! My name is Dr. Katie Deming. I’m a board certified
radiation oncologist and founder of MAKEMERRY. For years, I
watched as my patients struggled to find bras that felt soft
against their sensitive skin. Not finding them, I would alter their
own bras to make them more comfortable during radiation.
Unfortunately, these little hacks were ineffective and anything
but sexy. So I decided to take the plunge—pun intended—and
design the perfect bra for my patients. My passion project
turned into six years of researching the best fabrics and
designs, prototyping, patenting, wear testing, not sleeping,
and ultimately, developing MAKEMERRY’s unique design.
MAKEMERRY is the first line of soft, stylish intimates meticulously designed to provide pain-free support during radiation.
Although, our bras are not just great during radiation. They are
perfect for any woman searching for a bra that won't irritate her
incision or port site, soothe tender ribs or just feel great against
her sensitive body. I never intended to design clothing, but
MAKEMERRY has become an extension of my own oncology
practice and a gratifying way to impact not only my patients,
but also women worldwide. I am excited to help you serve your
customers looking for that little bit of extra comfort.

Sincerely,
Be well,

